STOP COOK NUCLEAR’S ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM!

NO NUKE DUMPS ON NATIVE LANDS!

Nuclear Information & Resource Service’s full-size replica of a high-level nuclear waste transport container at the entrance to the Skull Valley Goshute Indian Reservation in Utah. Cook nuclear plant’s owner, American Electric Power, is part of a nuclear utility consortium called “Private Fuel Storage” (PFS), which is targeting this tiny, impoverished Native community to become the nation’s high-level nuclear waste dump. Hurried shipments could begin as early as 2003, even though the transport containers have never undergone full-scale physical safety tests. High-level nuclear waste that is sitting still is dangerous enough. Rushing it onto the roads & rails will lead to new and greater risks.

Commemorate Earth Week 2001 and the 15th Anniversary of Chernobyl

April 26th National Day of Action

Rally at the front entrance of the Cook nuclear reactors, on Red Arrow Highway between Bridgman & Stevensville, just off I-94 in southwest Michigan, near the Lakeshore.

For more info contact Kevin Kamps at NIRS: 202.328.0002, kevin@nirs.org, www.nirs.org